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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The release of elemental mercury into the environment from manometers that are
used in the measurement of natural gas flow through pipelines has created a potentially
serious problem for the gas industry. Regulations, particularly the Land Disposal
Restrictions (LDR), have had a major impact on gas companies dealing with mercury-

" contaminated soils. After the May 8, 1993, LDR deadline extension, gas companies were
required to treat mercury-contaminated soils by designated methods to specified levels

• prior to disposal in landfills. In addition, gas companies must comply with various state
regulations that are often more stringent than the LDR. The gas industry is concerned
that the LDRs do not allow enough viable options for dealing with their mercury-related
problems.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has specified the Best Demonstrated
Available Technology (BDAT) as thermal roasting or retorting. However, the Agency
recognizes that treatment of certain wastes to the LDR standards may not always be
achievable and that the BDAT used to set the standard may be inappropriate. Therefore,
a Treatability Variance Process for remedial actions was established (40 Code of Federal
Regulations 268.44) for the evaluation of alternative remedial technologies.

This report presents evaluations of demonstrations for three different remedial
technologies: a pilot-scale portable thermal treatment process, a pilot-scale physical
separation process in conjunction with chemical leaching, and a bench-scale chemical
leaching process.

ES-1



THE DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING OF TECHNOLOGIES FOR THE
REMEDIATION OF MERCURY-CONTAMINATED SOILS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

" The Energy & Environmental Research Center (EERC) was contracted by the U.S.
Department of Energy (DOE) and the Gas Research Institute (GRI) to investigate mercury
contamination at gas industry sites. The mercury research program is part of a much

" broader multidisciplinary effort to investigate potential contamination to soil and
groundwater at gas industry sites. This report summarizes work performed to evaluate
the application of existing and developing remediation technologies for the mercury
research program.

The release of elemental mercury into the environment from manometers used in
the measurement of natural gas flow through pipelines has created a potentially serious

problem for the gas industry. The manometers are most commonly located inside
metering houses that often have earth floors. Contamination has resulted from leaky

fittings, pressure surges, equipment failures, vandalism, and inadvertent spills during
maintenance and servicing operations.

The area of contamination is generally confined to the soils inside the meter house
or within a few feet of the door. The volume of contaminated material is typically 1 to
2 cubic meters per site. Although the amount of mercury-contaminated material at
individual sites may not be large, there are thousands of sites of this type covering the
entire country (Henke and others, 1993).

2.0 RATIONALE

Soils contaminated with mercury at gas metering sites may be subject to Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act CRCRA) regulations if a sample of the excavated soil
exceeds 0.2 mg/L of mercury as measured by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA) toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP). Mercury-contaminated soils
that are determined to be hazardous by TCLP analysis are classified as D009
characteristic wastes and cannot be landfilled without meeting certain treatment
standards.

D009 characteristic wastes are subdivided into a low-mercury category, with less
than 260 mg/kg of total mercury, and a high-mercury category, with greater than
260 mg/kg of total mercury. D009 characteristic wastes containing less than 260 mg/kg of
total mercury must be treated to reduce leachability, while those containing greater than

260 mg/kg of total mercury must be treated to remove mercury prior to disposal in a
landfill.

For high-mercury soils, the best demonstrated available technology (BDAT) is
specified as thermal roasting or retorting. However, for the situation faced by the natural

" gas industry, the national capacity to treat soils by the BDAT, is insuffmient and may not
provide the most cost-effective and efficient remediation methodology. The USEPA,



however, does allow for the development of alternative treatment technologies that can
achieve performance-based standards.

3.0 GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The objectiveofthisresearchwas toidentifyand evaluatecurrentlyavailableand i
developingtechnologiesthatcan beappliedtotheremediationofmercury-contaminated
gasmeteringsiteswithinthenaturalgasindustry.A requestforproposalsCRFP)was
issuedtocompaniesthatexpressedan interestindevelopingand demonstrating
rernediationtechnologiesfortheremovalofmercuryfromsoils.Nine responsestothe
RFP were received,but onlythreedifferenttechnologieswere proposedfordemonstration.
These includedthermaltreatment,physicalseparation,and chemicalleaching.

Each ofthedemonstrationswas conductedincompliancewitha quality
assurance/qualitycontrol(QA/QC)plan(Fraleyand Stepan,1993)developedspecifically
fortheproject(seeAppendixA). The QA/QC Planwithsupportingdocumentation,which
was designedtoemulatetheUSEPA's ContaminatedSoiland Debris(CSD)plan,was to
assurethatthedevelopmentand testingoftheremediationtechnologiesadequately
fulfilledfederalrequirementsrelatingtoquality.

4.0 MERCURY AS AN ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINANT

A successfal remediation effort requires a thorough understanding of the physical,
chemical, hydrological, mineralogical, and biological processes that affect the transport
and fate of mercury at a given site. This understanding will provide the basis for the
development _Lnd/orselection of effective, economical remediation alternatives.

Mercury exists in both organic and inorganic forms and may occur in three different
valence states: as elemental mercury in the Hg° state and as ionic mercury in either a
Hg . or I-Ig2. state. Elemental mercury, one of few metals that is a liquid at room
temperature, has a melting point of -38.87°C (-37.97°F) and a boiling point of 356.6°C
(673.9°F). It is 13.5 times more dense than water and approximately 5 times more dense
than most soils. It has a vapor pressure of 0.0012 mmI-Ig at 20°C (68°F), which increases
rapidly by orders of magnitude with relatively small increases in temperature.

There is a strong tendency for mercury, in all of its elemental, ionic, and
organomercurial forms, to sorb to nearly every available surface, including sediments and
soil organic matter. The positive aspect of this behavior is that mercury is not highly
mobile under most'environmental conditions. However, mercury is known to associate
with suspended solids and colloidal matter in aquatic systems. Thus mercury attachment
and transporton freeparticlesisa likelycandidateasa supportablehypothesisfor
mercurymobility.

A_mther important factor to be considered in the transport and fate of elemental
mercury from gas industry sites is the particle-size distribution of mercury droplets.
Although the mass of mercury at any given site is important in trmlsport considerations,
the rate of transport of the metal, directly or through secondary chemical reactions or
transformations, will be largely controlled by its total surface area. Thus a site with a



kilogram of mercury in one large puddle may be less problematic than a site with one
hundred grams of mercury dispersed in millimeter-sized droplets. The dispersion of
mercury in small droplets could result in a more rapid volatilization or oxidation caused
by the greater surface area, resulting in an increased transport potential for the mercury
and resulting mercuric compounds.

' Bacterial and abiotic chemical processes can methylate mercuryCiI) ions in both
waters and geological materials. Many animals and certain plants, such as algae, can

. readily acquire methylmercury. Compared to elemental mercury, methylmercury is more
easily absorbed by fish and other aquatic fauna, either directly through the gills or by !
ingestion of contaminated aquatic plants and animals (Bogle, 1972). Human exposure
may result via three pathways: inhalation, ingestion, and derma] absorption. The most
widespread mercury-related health problem among humans involves the consumption of
water fauna, such as fish, that have been contaminated with methylmercury. However,
the exposure pathway of greatest concern to gas industry workers at meter houses is the
inhalation of mercury vapors.

5.0 TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION OVERVIEW

Mercury is a unique contaminant and poses problems that may require innovative
remedial solutions. A number of technologies have application for remediation of geologic
materials, including physical separation, chemical leaching, thermal treal;ment, and
stabilization and immobilization (Stepan and others, 1993). It is important to note that a
single technology may not be adequate to address all the remediation needs of mercury-
contaminated sites. Rather, strategies will often be required that combine several
technologies for removing the varying forms of mercury under varying environmental
conditions at given gas industry sites.

Three technologies or combinations of technologies were selected for demonstration
of t_.e removal of mercury from soils, including 1) a pilot-scale, portable thermal
treatment system; 2) a pilot-scale physical separation process in conjunction with chemical
leaching; and 3) a bench-scale chemical leaching demonstration.

5.1 Soil Characterization

Two differentsoiltypeswere select_dforthetreatabilitydemonstrations:a sandy
soilcollectedfromgasmeteringsitesinNew Mexicoand a clayeysoilcollectedfromgas
meteringsitesinOhio. The onlyknown RCRA contaminantineitherofthesoilswas
mercury.Inordertoevaluateand comp_uretheeffectivenessoftreatmentofthe
individualremediationprocesses,theexcavatedsoilswere mixed and splittoprovide
relativelyuniformfeedmaterialforthethreedemonstrations.

Following the splitting and mixing, grab samples of the sandy soil were found to
• contain approximately 15,000 mg/kg of total mercury, of which over 95 percent was in the

elemental form. The sandy soil sample vlso contained miscellaneous debris, including
1.5-volt batteries, nails, paper, and small twigs. The clayey material contained debris,

° includingsmallbranches,glass,ducttape,roots,styrofoam,and plastic.The total
mercuryconcentrationintheclayeysoilwas foundtobe approximately1000mg/kg,with
lessthan20 percentintheelementalform.

3
0



5.2 Thermal Treatment

5.2.1 Introduction

A patented portable thermal treatment (PTr) process has been designed by
Pittsburgh Mineral & Environmental Technology (PMET) Inc., in conjunction with
Mercury Recovery Services (MRS), New Brighton, Pennsylvania. The treatment system
processes soils contaminated with elemental mercury, mercury compounds, and amalgams
while treating the process gas emissions and recovering mercury as a commodity product.

The pilot-scale, mobile treatment unit is a trailer-mounted, electric, two- to three-
person operation, able to process a half ton of mercury-contaminated soil per hour. The
major components of the pilot-scale unit used for the demonstration include the furnace,
condenser, gas-purifying carbon adsorption columns, vacuum pump, valves and piping,
and instrumentation for the measurement of soil and gas temperature, gas flow, and the
mercury concentration of the gas stream. The complete pilot unit is enclosed by a
secondary containment chamber and can be placed onto a truck for mobile field operation.
System utilities, including the power transformer, electrical switchgear, and recirculating
water chiller are contained in an isolated compartment. The power required to operate
this unit is approximately 30 kW.

The process is operated under a negative pressure (slight vacuum) to prevent vapors
from escaping into the atmosphere, thus ensuring worker and environmental safety. The
process equipment enclosure chamber can also be operated under a slight vacuum, adding
redundantsafetyfeaturestothesystem.Allsystemand containmentchamber gasinlet
and exhaustlineshavecarbonadsorptioncanisterstotreatprocessgasemissions.

5.2.2 Demonstration

For thedemonstration,thePMET/MRS PTT processwas conductedina batchmode.
Figurei isa processdiagramforthePMET/MRS thermaltreatmentprocess.Mercury-
contaminatedsoilswere mixed,split,and blendedwitha proprietaryadditive.The soils
and additivewere thenheatedata low temperatureinthefurnacetoremove soil
moisture.Afterdrying,thefurnacetemperaturewas increasedtovolatilizethe
remainingmercury.The mercuryvaporswere condensedand themercuryrecoveredina
collectionpot.Allgasemissionsfromtheprocesswerepassedthroughsulfur-impregnated
activatedcarbonadsorptioncolumns.No wastestreamswere producedby thisprocess.
The recoveredmercurywas senttoa refineryforrecyclingand thespentcarbonwas
regenerated.

5.2.3 Resultsand Conclusions

TableI summarizesthetreatabilitytestresultsforthePMET/MRS PTT
remediationprocessdemonstrations.The sandy soilsinitiallycontained12,720mg/kg
totalmercury,which was reducedto0.07mg/kg followingtreatment,a 99.999percent
reduction.TCLP mercurywas reducedfrom0.346mg/L mercury(abovetheregulatory
limitof0.2rag/L)to0.0005mg/L. Totalmercuryintheclayeysoilwas reducedfrom
1090 mg/kg to0.12mg/kg,a 99.99percentreduction.
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TABLE 1

Summary of Results of PMET/MRS Mercury
Remediation Technology Demonstration

Sandy Soil:

Initial Sample Weight, kg 68.1

Initial Hg (total), mg/kg 12,720
Final Hg (total), mg/kg 0.07

Initial Hg (TCLP), mg/L 0.346
Final Hg (TCLP), mg/L 0.0005

Clayey Soil:

Initial Sample Weight, kg 68.1

Initial Hg (total), mg/kg 1090 i
Final Hg (totaD, mg/kg 0.12

Initial Hg (TCLP), mg/L 0.065
Final Hg (TCLP), mg/L 0.0008

Based on the data generated during the demonstration, it can be concluded that the
PMET/MRS P'ur process can remove a variety of mercury forms from a range of soil
types. Total mercury was reduced to less than 1 mg/kg and TCLP mercury to less than
the current regulatory limit of 0.2 mg/L.

5.3 Physical Separation and Chemical Leaching

5.3.1 Introduction

A pilot-scale physical separation process done in conjunction with a chemical
leaching operation has been developed by Mountain States R&D International (MSRDI),
Inc., Vail, Arizona. The technology involves physical separation of elemental mercury by
conventional gravity concentration, followed by a chemical leaching procedure to extract
the remaining complexed metal. The solubilized mercury is chemically precipitated and
then retorted, producing elemental mercury.

5.3.2 Demonstration

A diagram of the MSRDI mercury-contaminated soil remediation process is shown in
Figure 2. For demonstration purposes, it was operated as a semicontinuous batch process
consisting of mixing, screening, gravity separation and concentration, chlorine leaching,
and mercury precipitation and recovery.

!

A weighed amount (approximately 45 kg) of contaminated material was placed in a
cement mixer along with water to produce a slurry of relatively uniform consistency. The
slurry was then passed through a 10-mesh stainless steel vibrating screen for size
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separation. Material larger than 10 mesh was collected and analyzed prior to further
processing by retorting or disposal.

Material smaller than 10 mesh was pumped to a two-stage Neffco concentrator to
separate most of the elemental mercury. The heavy materials, including elemental
mercury, were retained in the Neffco concentrators, removed after the batch had been
processed, and subjected to further separation using a spiral concentrator. The fine
materials were collected in a thickening tank, at which point a flocculating agent was
added to promote gravity settling.

Thickened material was transferred to a chlorine leaching vessel. The leaching
vessel consisted of a polyethylene tank with a mixer to maintain solids suspension.
Chlorine gas, used as a leaching agent, flowed through a diffuser located at the bottom of
the tank. Excess chlorine was vented through the top of the tank and discharged to the
atmosphere by a blower _sembly.

The leached solids were then pumped to a pan filter for rinsing and the removal of
excess water. The filtrate (leaching solution) was pumped to a mercury recovery tank,
where it was contacted with aluminum powder to precipitate and recover elemental
mercury.

5.3.3 Results..and Conclusions

A summary of results of the MSRDI demonstration is provided in Table 2. Physical
separation resulted in the recovery of 579.8 g of elemental mercury from the sandy soil,
corresponding to 1.29 weight percent of the original material. This accounts for a
mercury reduction of greater than 84 percent during the physical separation. Chemical
leaching of the thickened material reduced total mercury concentrations in the sands to
approximately 10 mg/kg.

However, where the mercury is more tightly bound to a clayey soil, physical
separation accounted for a recovery of less than 30 percent of the original mercury in the
sample. Chemical leaching of the thickened clay materials resulted in a total mercury
concentration of approximately 1300 mg/kg. Subsequent leaching trial_: using calcium
hypochlorite as a leachant at a dose of 20 pounds per ton of soil resulted in a total
residual mercury concentration of 33 mg/kg.

5.4 Chemical Leaching

5.4.1 Introduction
i,

A bench-scale chemical leaching process was demonstrated by COGNIS, Inc., Santa
Rosa, California. The technology uses a leaching-extraction-stripping process to leach
mercury from contaminated soil using proprietary aqueous leaching solutions. The
leachant is specifically matched to the soil matrix, as well as to the concentration and
species of mercury corltaminants.

A process diagram for the COGNIS mercury-contaminated soil remediation process
is shown in Figure 3. The overall process consists of physical soil washing and particle-
size classification, oxidative leaching of mercury from the soil matrices, and removal and



TABLE 2

Summary of Results of MSRDI Mercury Remediation Technology Demonstration

Sandy Softs

Initial Sample Weight, kg 44.9

Initial Hg (total), mg/kg 15,370

Recovered Elemental Hg, g 579.8

Final Hg (total), mg/kg 10

Clayey Softs

Initial Sample Weight, kg 44.0

Initial Hg (total), mg/kg 920

Recovered Elemental Hg, g 10.8

Final Hg, total, mg/kg 1300

Final Hg, after releaching, mg/kg 33

recovery of dissolved mercury from the leachate via electrodeposition. The demonstration
conducted for this project focused on the oxidative leaching process and the recovery of
mercury from the loaded leachant.

5.4.2 De.monstration

Prior to the bench-scale demonstration, both the clayey and sandy soil samples were
physically separated into oversize, coarse, and free-size fractions by Brice Environmental
Services Corporation (BESCORP) at their facility in Fairbanks, Alaska. Leaching tests
for the demonstration were performed on the coarse and fLue-size fractions. There was no
attempt to optimize the physical separation for the removal and recovery of elemental
mercury prior to leaching.

The primary goal of this demonstration was to reduce the residual total mercury
concentrations in the contaminated s_,l after leaching treatment to below the desired
upper limit, 15 mg/kg Hg in soil, and also to have the soil pass the TCLP for mercury. If
this was not found to be feasible, the secondary goal was to reduce the residual total
mercury concentrations to <260 mg/kg and have the soil pass the TCLP for mercury,
allowing disposal of the treated soil in a landfill.

Two soil sample types were treated under the same conditions, with the exception of
temperature. Two different proprietary leachants were evaluated during the
demonstrations. Leachant A was a halogenated solution contacted with the soils under
ambient conditions (room temperature). Leachant B was a nonhalogenated solution
contacted with the soils at 50°C.

!

The leaching tests consisted of placing 4-g samples in 50-mL centrifuge bottles,
along with 20 mL of leachant solution. The sample bottles were then capped and agitated
for 1 hour. At the end of the 1-hr contact period, the bottles were centrifuged to facilitate

. 9
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solidsseparation.The leachatewas thendecantedfromthesampleand a fresh20-mL
volumeofleachantwas addedtothesample.Thisprocedurewas repeatedsothateach
soilsamplewas subjectedtofive1-hrcontactperiodsusingfreshleachantforeach
contact.

5.4.3 Resultsand Conclusions

Preliminaryresultsofthebench-scaleleachingtestsusingLeachantsA and B are
summarized inTable3. LeachantA showed greaterremovalefficiencyoverLeachantB
duringthedemonstration.Residualmercuryinthetreatedsandysoilwas reducedtoless
than 5 mg/kg,wellbelowthetargetlevelof15 mg/kg,usingLeachantA. Most ofthe
mercury(greaterthan98 percent)was removedfromthesandy soilafterthreecontact
periods.

The fme and coarsefractionsoftheclayeysoilwere leachedtoapproximately
15 mg/kg and 38 mg/kg,respectively,afterfivecontactsusingLeachantA. Theseresults
meet thesecondarygoalof260 mg/kg residualtotalmercury.The clayeysoilwas found
tobe more di_Iculttoleachbecauseofthehighercontentoforganicmaterial.The
organicmaterialtendstobindmetalstightlyand alsoconsumesconsiderableoxidant.
These resultsindicatethatmore leachingcontacts,orlongercontacttimes,willbe
requiredtoreducetheresidualmercuryintheclayeysoiltolessthan15 mg/kg.

I0



TABLE 3

Summary of Results of COGNIS, Inc., Mercury Remediation Technology Demonstration

Leachant A Leachant B

. Sandy Soil

Fine-SizeFraction

InitialHg (total),mg/kg 848 738
" FinalHg (total),mg/kg 2.8 30

CoarseFraction

InitialHg (total),mg/kg 2130 2220
FinalHg (total),mg/kg 4.2 72

ClayeySoil

Fine-SizeFraction

Initial Hg (total), mg/kg 865 861
Final Hg (total), mg/kg 15 127

Coarse Fraction
Initial Hg (total), mg/kg 1040 1080
Final Hg (total), mg/kg 38 119

6.0 SUMMARY

Three differenttechnologies,orcombinationsoftechnologies,were evaluatedfor
theirabilitytoreducemercuryconcentrationsintwo differentsoiltypeshavingdistinctly
differentcontaminationscenarios.Preliminaryresultsindicatethatportablethermal
treatmentand physicalseparationprocessesusedinconjunctionwithchemicalleaching
may be effectiveremediationalternativestocommercialthermaltreatment.Ultimately,
developingthemost effectivemercuryremediationstrategyforuseatgasmetering
stationswilldependon severalfactors(Stepanand others,1993):

* Predominantforminwhich themercuryexists

• Type ofcontaminatedsoilsand thepresenceofothercontaminantsand debris

• Distributionofmercurywithinthecontaminatedmaterials

• Leveltowhich thecontaminatedsitemust beremediated
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TIIE DEVELOIgAENT AND TE_G OF TECHNOLOGIES FOR TIIE
REMEDIATION OF MERCURY-CONTAMINATED SOILS

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This Quality Assurance/Quality Control (QA/QC) Project Plan defines the requirements and
the organizational responsibilities for each major section of the project entitled "The Development
and Testing of Technologies for the Remediation of Mercury-Contaminated Soils." This plan
also includes the supporting documents required for a comprehensive QA/QC project.

Compliance with this QA/QC project and its supporting documents will assure that the
development and testing of the remediation technologies adequately fulfill federal and state
requirements relating to quality. The QA/QC team leader is responsible for resolving any
conflicts relative to complying with the requirements of this project.

The operation and schedule of this project will enmlate :hat of the Environmental
Protection Agency's (EPA) Contaminated Soil and Debris (CSD) plan. Figure 1 presents an
example of a schedule for the tasks involved in the mercury technology demonstration project. It
will serve as a template to follow for completing the QA/QC project plan.

2.0 PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The purpose of this project is to investigate a range of remediation technologies for
mercury-contaminated soils at gas metering sites. The goal of this investigation is to establish
criteria and parameters for the available remediation options, to allow the industry to deal with
each unique situation in the most efficient, cost-effective, and environmentally sound manner.

The remediation technologies of three companies will be investigated: 1) Pittsburgh
Mineral and Environmental Technology, Inc.'s (PMET) mobile thermal retorting system;
2) COGNIS, Inc.'s oxidative leaching process; and 3) Mountain States R&D International, Inc.'s
0VISRDI) physical separation (gravimetric) process, followed by leaching.

The Energy & Environmental Research Center (EERC) will oversee the three subcontracted
projects to maintain consistency in the data collected and to validate the results of each project by
witnessing the demonstration tests and performing duplicate sampling and mmlysis during the
tests. Duplicate samples of waste streams, process waters, and cleaned soils will be analyzed at
the EERC laboratories.

3.0 PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND RESPONSIBILITY

The QA/QC control functions have been organized to allow independent review of project
activities. The objective of the QA/QC efforts is to assess and document the precision, accuracy,

• and adequacy of the data derived from the investigation. Figure 2 shows project authority lines.

1
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Tasks lj2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101112131415161718
!

Sample Acquisition

Characterization Sampling Visit

Analysis of Characterization Samples

Characterization Report ////////_

Test Design .

Treatment Test SAP
I

Treat,, Testing //////.,_J////.,_
1 I i I
I I ! i

Analysis of Treatment Test Samples _/_/_/////__,////__

On-Site Engineering Report Y//-///////_///_
I I i I I

Figure 1. Generalschedulefor mercuryremediationtechnologydemonstrationprojectdatacollectionefforts.



The mercury technology demonstration investigation is managed by a task force composed
ofthefollowing keypersonnelfromtheEERC:

• ProjectDirectors:FrankBeaverandCraigSchmit
• ProjectManager:DavidCharlton
• QA/QC Team Leader:RoseFraley
• Research Manager: Dan Stepan
• Analytical Team Leader: Dave Hassett
• Health and Safety Officer: Ken Grohs

3.1 Project Directors

The project directors function as a board of directors to establish the overall policy and
directionoftheproject.Theyassignpersonneltotheotherleadpositionsintheproject
organizationandgenerallydirectandoverseeitsoperation.

3.2 Project Manager

The project manager is responsible for all functions of the project, including the
establishment of QA/QC policies and the delegation of authority to carry out these policies. The
project manager is responsible for compliance with the requirements of this manual and will
coordinate conflict resolution with the appropriate personnel.

Other duties include, but are not limited to:

• Assigning duties to the project staff.

• Reviewing major project deliverables for technical accuracy _.,,i completeness.

• Reviewing subcontractor work and approving invoices.

• Establishing a record-keeping system in conjunction with QA/QC team leaders.

• Controllingthebudgetandschedule.

• Directingprojectcloseout.

3.3 QA/QC Team Leader

Responsibiliti_ of the QA/QC team leader include:

• Generation and promulgation of the QA/QC project plan.

• Scheduling, planning, and conducting quality audits; issuing audit reports; retaining
audit records; and following up on corrective actions.

3
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Figure 2. Task force organizational chart.



3.4 Research Manager

The research manager is responsible for ensuring that data are collected, analyzed,
reported, and stored m a manner consistent with the quality policy. The research manager will
also provide technical and scientific support to the project manager and other work groups for the
quality-related aspects of the investigation. Other duties will include:

• Designing the field investigation, including sampling locations.

• Supervising field personnel who monitor demonstration progress and perform sample
collection and measurements.

• Reviewing all field activities for proper documentation.

• Monitoring the sampling operations to verify that the subcontractor and sampling team
members adhere to this QA/QC project plan.

• Maintaining the central filing system.

• Coordinating activities with the project manager.

3.5 Health and Safety Officer

The health and safety officer is responsible for leading all health and safety program efforts
in accordance with appropriate Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), EPA,
and EERC standards. Other duties will include:

• Issuing project-specific health and safety plans addressing such topics as medical
surveillance, training, workplace exposure monitoring, personal protective equipment,
and emergency response.

• Training, assigning, and supervising other site health and safety officers.

• Conductingon-sitehealth andsafetyaudits.

• Coordinating implementation of associated corrective actions.

• Halting site activities if health and safety practices are inadequate.

• Participating in reviews to ensure that safety is integrated into those phases.

3.6 Analytical Coordinator

Responsibilities of the analytical coordinator include:

• • Establishingsamplingand testingprogramsin conjunctionwith the project managerand
the QA/QC team leader.

5
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• Reporting of nonconformances and changes in laboratory activities.

s Serving as a liaison between the project and laboratory personnel, notifying both groups
of specific lab nonconformances and changes.

• Reviewing and releasing analytical resuits.

4.0 QA/QC DATA QUALITY OBJECTIVES

It is the objective of this QA/QC project plan to ensure the quality of field and laboratory
data so that all measurements yield results representative of the media (air, water, solids, etc.)
and conditions being measured. The plan will also ensure that all data are calculated and
reported in units consistent with other organizations, to allow for comparability.

Data collected in this manner will satisfy the overall objective for the remediation
program's sampling and analysis efforts: to produce well-documented, quality data that can be
used to determine the best demonstrated available technologies (BDAT) for various mercury-
contaminated soils and to develop BDAT treatmentstandards for those soils. The types of data
that will be produced fall into two categories: characterization data and treatment data.

Characterization data, e.g., data from soil samples collected before treatment, provide
information on contaminant concentrations and other physical/chemical characteristics that may
affect the performance of the technology selected for evaluation.

Treatment data, e.g., dataresulting from treatment tests, provide information on untreated
soils and treatment residuals, as well as design and operating information concerning the
treatment system. Treatment data will be used to evaluate the remediation ability of the
technology.

The quality of the analytical data for this project will be measured by the following data
quality indicators: analytical method detection limits, precision, accuracy, completeness,
representativeness, and comparability. These indicators will ensure that all information, data,
and resulting decisions are technically sound, statistically valid, and properly documented.

4.1 Detection Limits

Matrix detection limits are to be calculated for the untreated soils and each residual sample
following the test methods given in $W-846 (Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, SW-846,
1986), where applicable. For diluted samples, the matrix detection limit will be calculated as the
detection limit for the particular matrix multiplied by the dilution factor.

The matrix detection limit should be calculated following the proc,edures described in
Section 1 of SW-846. The method detection limit is calculated by multiplying the standard
deviation, calculated from three replicates, by 6.9.

6
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4.2 Precision and Accuracy

Precision is defmed in terms of relative percent difference of the matrix spike and the spike
duplicate, where applicable. Precision is calculated using the following equation:

" RPD(%) - g)= x 100

+ c21 11
2

where RPD = relative percent difference, C] = the larger of the two values, and C: = the
smaller of the two values.

Accuracy is defined in terms of percent recovery of laboratory matrix spikes. For
untreated soil samples, a matrix spike for mercury will be conducted. For the treatment test
analysis, a matrix spike and a spike duplicate will be completed on one sample of the untreated
soil and one sample of each treatment residual. If treatment test samples are highly concentrated
(greater than 1%), duplicate analyses may be substituted for the matrix spike duplicate analyses.

Accuracy is calculated using the following equation for percent recovery:

%R °i -°s- x 100% ['Eq. 2]
Ti

where %R = percent recovery, oi = observed spike sample concentration (ms/L), o, = sample
concentration (ms/L), and Ti = true concentration of the spike (ms/L).

Ti = Ci x Vi [E;q. 3]
V, + V i

where Ci = concentration of spike (ms/L), Vi = volume of spike (mL), and V, = volume of
sample (mL).

The spike constituents will be determined on an individual basis and will be presented in
the technology-specific sampling and analysis plan (SAP). Spiking will be completed at the
laboratory prior to extraction or digestion. The spike concentrations must either be 50 to 150
percent of the initial concentration level prior to spiking, or 10 times the expected matrix
detection limit if the constituents are expected to be at the nondetect level.

. Recoveriesforthematrixspikeandspikeduplicateshouldbeatleast20 percent.If
recoveriesarelessthan20 percentorgreaterthan200percent,thedam mustbereviewed.

7
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4.3 Completeness

Completeness is defined as the number of initiated activities that are actually finished. For
this project, the activity begins with acquiring the samples while observing the demonstrations
and ends with reporting the results. The degree of completeness is the number of samples for
which acceptable analytical data are generated divided by the total number of samples collected
multiplied by I00. The QA/QC objective for completeness in the sampling and analyses efforts
is I00 percent. If the completeness is less than 100%, documentation will be required to explain
why the QA/QC objective was not met and to describe the effect on the project.

4.4 Representativeness

Representativeness is addressed through selection of appropriate sampling locations and
procedures. The goal for the treatment tests is to obtain samples representative of the untreated
matrix and treatment residuals such that the performance of the treatment can be evaluated. This
can be accomplished by obtaining matched in and out sample pairs (or sets) of the untreated
matrix and treatment residuals, accounting for residence times. Treatment test samples should be
composites of three subsamples unless grab samples adequately represent the matrix being
analyzed. Debris and foreign objects will be removed from the soil samples, if possible.

4.5 Comparability

For this project, comparability for each treatment test will be addressed through use of
identical analytical procedures. The analytical data will be reported in the same units for each
test for all samples collected during each treatment test.

5.0 COLLECTION PLAN FOR SAMPLES

Two different soil types will be shipped to MSRDI for mixing and splitting. The two soil
types are intended to represent some level of the variability of mercury-contaminated soils at gas
industry sites.

Five 55-gallon drums of clayey soil will be shipped from Ohio, and three 55-gallon drums
of sandy soil will be shipped from New Mexico. Once all drums are received, MSRDI will be
responsible, under the supervision of an EERC representative, for mixing and splitting the soils
and distributing the samples to the three subcontractors.

The sampling and collection plan will be unique for each of the three subcontractors.
These plans are outlined in greater detail in the technology-specific SAP and on-site engineering
report (OER) and include the following:

• Sampling point descriptions
• Sampling collection method
• Sampling schedule
• Constituent(s) to be analyzed
• Total composition and toxicity characteristics leaching procedure (TCLP) extracts
• Sample containerization and preservation
• Design and operating data collection

8
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5.I Sampling Procedures for Characterization Samples

The criteria used to determine the number of samples and the sampling points for each
demonstration are detailed in each technolog_y-specific SAP. The procedures used to collect the
samples will vary depending on the location of the sample point in the process. The SAP also
includes a description of the equipment that will be used to collect the samples and documentation
on how the samples are to be collected and composited. The f'malcharacterization report will
document the location of the samples and any deviations or modifications from the SAP that were

. required to take samples.

S.2 Sampling Procedures for Treatment Tests

The soil may require some preparation prior to being treated, e.g., grinding or blending.
The SAP discusseswhichprocedurestouseandtheOER documentstheexactproceduresthat
were used. The untreated samples for the test must be collected after the preparation step.

The SAP also describes sampling procedures, locations, and frequencies. Sampling times
for the untreated and treated samples must account for the residence time of the treatment system.
The untreated and treated samples must be corresponding, matched pairs, to allow for the
evaluation of waste characteristics and completion of a material balance around the unit. Any
deviation from obtaining matched pairs must be documented in the SAP and must be approved by
theprojectmanager.Itissuggestedthatsixsetsofuntreatedandtreatedsamplesbe collected.
However,thefinaldecisionregardingthenumberofsamplingsetsneededtoevaluatethe
treatmentsystemmustbeapprovedbytheprojectmanageranddescribedinthetreatmenttest
SAP.

Allsamples collectedduring thetreatmenttests will be a composite of threesubsamples,
unless grab samples are determined to adequately represent the matrix being evaluated. All
debris must be removed from the untreated soil subsamples. The subsamples must be broken up
and mixed/blended prior to compositing. The sample aliquots for each analytical test will then be
taken from the composited material. The technology-specific SAP must document the manner in
which the subsamples are to be collected and composited. The OER must document the location
from which the subsamples were taken and any deviations or modifications from the SAP that
were required to take the samples.

A matrix spike and a spike duplicate analysis must be completed for the untreated soils and
the treatment residual. These spikes will be prepared in the laboratory. The sample set and the
constituents to be spiked, along with the concentration level of the spike constituents, must be
specified in the SAP...

Design and operating data must be collected in addition to samples for analysis. The SAP
must specify the design and operating data to be collected, their importance, and where, how,
and how frequently they are to be collected.

9
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S.3 Field QA/QC Activities

5.3. I Representativeness

Sampling locations will be chosen so that they are representative of the untreated soil and
the treatment residuals obtained from the treatment system under investigation. The sample
volume to be collected must be sufficient for analytical tests. Debris will be removed from all
samples prior to treating. The subsamples from field composite samples will be mixed
thoroughly before sending the sample aliquots to the laboratory.

5.3.2 Backuv Samoles

A backup sample aliquot will be taken to ensure the 100 percent completeness data QA/QC
objective. If backup samples are collected, they must be shipped in separate packages to ensure
that a complete set of samples arrives at the laboratory. The chain-of-custody forms will identify
the backup sample aliquots, which will be labeled "hold for analysis', and will be analyzed only
if the original sample is damaged or lost in shipment.

5.3..

All sample containers will be cleaned prior to use following USEPA protocols specified in
SW-846 (Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, SW-846, 1986). The sample containers may
be cleaned in the laboratory or may be purchased precleaned.

5.3.4

Blank samples, i.e., equipment blanks, trip blanks, and field blanks, will be collected
during characterization sampling visits and treatment tests. All blanks from treamlent tests must
be analyzed as specified in the individual treatment test SAPs. Analysis of blanks collected
during the characterization sampling visits is not a requirement, although it may be warranted in
cases where contamination is suspecl_.

Equipmem blanks. Equipment blanks are used to determine if glassware and other field
equipment are a source of cont_nination. An equipment blank will be collected if field
equipment is to be decontaminated and reused. One equipment blank per 'sampling event for a
trea,_menttest must be collected and analyzed even if all field equipment is new. If field
decoI:tamination procedures are used, they must be documented in the SAP.

Trip blan_. Trip blanks are used to determine if any contamination resulted from sample
transpon, shipping, or site conditions. One trip blank that is not opened in the field will be
taken. The trip blank will be prepared by pouring laboratory pure water into a sample container,
which will be packed and shipped with the sample containers throughout the entire process.
(Laboratory pure water, as defined in SW-846, is distilled or deionized water or Type II reagent
water that is free of contaminants that may interfere with analysis.)

Field Blanks. Field blanks are collected to verify that contamination from volatile material
has not occurred. Each field blank will consist of laboratory pure water taken to the field and
poured into a sample container in the area where the treatment system is located. Field blanks

I0
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may be collected based on technoloEy-specific conditions. A field blank for metals may betaken
if metal dust and potential atmospheric deposition of the dust are problems at the location and
may be a potential source of contamination, especially in the treated residuals.

If constituents of interest are measured in the blank, documentation will be presented in the
OER that explains the impact of the contamination on the samples collected.

5.4 Sample Preservation and Containerization
t

All samples will be preserved in the field. The SAP specifies the containers, sample size,
holding times, and sample preservation requirements for each analytical parameter for every
sample matrix. The laboratory will be contacted to determine the sample volume required to
complete each analysis. The containers will be filled to the top to ensure that a sufficient amount
of sample is available for the analysis. Table I provides the information concerning the
containers, sample sizes, holding times, and sample preservation requirements for various
analytical parameters used in mercury analyses. Teflon" is preferred for water samples.

TABLE 1

Sample Containers, Sizes, Holding Times, and Preservation Requirements for Mercury Samples

iiii iii i i i ii ii ii ] ii II i I lU ii iiiii

Parameter Container Sample Size Holding Time Preservation
i iii i iii I illl ii iiiii nm I I II1| I I

Wastewaters

Total Metals P, G 1-L jar 28 days 2% BrC!
cool _;4°C

TCLP (metals P, G, T I-L jar 28 days to 2% BrCI
only mercury) extraction and cool < 4 °C

analysis

Soils and Sediments

Total Metals/ P, G, T One 500-mL 28 days to cool _;4"C
TCLP (metals wide-mouth jar extraction and
only mercury) analysis

Sludges

Total Metals/ P, G, T Two l-liter 28 days cool <4°C
TCLP (metals wide-mouth
only mercury) jars

. P plastiC, (_'_- glass, T":- TeflonTM .........

11
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S.$ Split Sampling

Ifsplit samples are to be taken at the time of sample collection, the following procedure for
providing split samples should be used:

1, At the time of sample collection, a sufficient amount of sample for both the site and the
laboratory sample is taken. For samples to be composited, the subsamples are taken as
grabs. The debris is removed, and the samples are then homogenized, composited, and
split. The aliquots are then transferred to the appropriate sample containers. For grab
samples, sufficient sample is taken, mixed, and transferred to the appropriate sample
containers,

2. Observations and judgments about sample homogeneity and the fact that split samples
were provided are recorded in the field logbook.

5.6 Sample Collection

Technology-specific SAPs will be developed for each characterization and treatment test
sampling visit. The technology-specific SAPs contain sample collection protocols that address the
following considerations:

* Sampling Point Descriptions. The sampling i_oints selected and the justification for their
selection must be described. Sampling points will be identified on the schematic
diagram for the treatment system.

* Sample Collection Method. Sample collection procedures must be described for each
sample location. All samples will be composites unless it has been determined that grab
samples will adequately represent the matrix. For the characterization sample, the
composite will be composed of six subsamples. For the treatment test, composite
samples of the untreated soil and treatment residuals will be composed of three
subsamples.

* Frequency. The frequency of sample collection at each sampling location will be
specified in the SAP and selected to best characterize the variability in 1) the soil
sample, 2) the treatment process, and 3) the analytical results. If possible, for the
treatment test, six sets of untreated and treated samples will be collected. Sampling
times for the untreated and treated samples must take into account residence times of the
treatment system. The untreated and treated samples are to be corresponding matched
pairs. .

• Constituents to be Analyzed. All analyses will be performed using SW-846 or other
EPA-approved methods.

s

• Total Composition and TCLP Extracts. All samples will be analyzed for total
composition of CSD list constituents. All nonwastewater treatment residuals, as well as
untreated soil samples from stabilization treatment tests, will also be subjected to the
TCLP extractions, and the extract will be analyzed for metals.

12
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* SampleContalner_t_onand Preservation.Proceduresforsamplecontainerizationand
preservationwillbedocumentedinthetechnology-sl_clficSAPs. A sufficientamount
ofsamplewillbecollectedtocompleteeachrequestedanalysis.Inaddition,forthe
sample set for which a matrix spike and a spike duplicate are to be analyzed, a sufficient
amount of sample must also be coll_ for these additional analyses.

. Quality Control/Quality Assurance. The number of equipment, trip, and field blanks to
be collected and the parameters for which they are to be analyzed are specified in the

, SAP. In addition to the sample collection considerations, the SAP contains a number of
other elements concerning QA/QC protocols.

5.7 Health _d Safety Plan

The sampling team will follow health and safety protocols established for each technology-
specific demonstration. The health and safety plan will be included as pan of the SAP and will
document the safety equipment required, the types of chemicals or contaminants that may be
present in the samples and/or at the sites, health effects of the contaminants, any special
precautions that may be required at the site, the location of the nearest medical facility, and the
applicable emergency response phone numbers.

I
!

6.0 SAMPLE CUSTODY AND TRANSPORT

6.1 Field Custody

Sample custody will begin, in all cases, at the time of sample collection by placing the
sample in an ice chest, or other appropriate container, in the possession of the designauxl field
sample custodian. A line item on the chain-of-custody record form (Figure 3) will be
immediately filled out and signed by the field sample custodian. The following information will
be included when the chain-of-custody record is filled out:

I

ProjectNumber Enterthecompleteprojectnumber.

ProJectName Entertheprojectname.

Samplers Entersignatureandprintname ofpersonorpersonswho
participatedinthecollectionofthesampleslistedandwho
shouldbecontactedifquestionsariseduringsamplelog-in.
Ifthefieldsamplecustodianisnotlistedasa sampler,
receiptofdocumentationistobe indicated.

FieldSampleNo. Entertheassignedsamplenumbersforeachsample
collected.

Date Enter date of sample collection, If sample is a composite,
, indicate both start and finish date.



T_ Enter time of actual sample collection. If sample is a
composite, indicate both start and finish time.

Composite/Grab Indicate by a check the type of sample.

Sample Location Enter a description of location as well as any location code
that has been assigned.

No. of Containers Enter the numberof containersto beshippedfor a sample
and its replicates.

Parameters Indicateparametersto beanalyzed;if abbreviationsor
parametercategoriesare used,further detailson exactly
what constituents are to be analyzed must be given to the
laboratory performingthe analysis.

Remarks Indicatespecialconsiderationsfor a sample (i.e.,
preservativesusedor whethersat Diesare to be held
pending approval prior to analysis).

Upon completion of all line items, or upon sample pickup, the custodian will sign, date,
enter the time, and confirm completeness of all information written on the chain-of-custody
record. Each individual who subsequently assumes responsibility for the sample will sign the
chain-of-custody record and indicate the reason for assuming custody. The field chain-of-custody
records will be completeduponlaboratoryreceiptof samples.

6.2 Sample Transport

Samplesprepared for shipmentwill be packagedand labeledin compliancewith current
U.S. Departmentof Transportation(DOT) and]nternationalAir TransportAssociation(IATA)
dangerousgoodsregulations. Any additionalrequirementsstipulatedby theovernightcarrier will
be followed. The packagingandlabelingrequirementsare providedin the technology-specific
SAP.

Only a metal or plasticice chestwill be usedas theoutsideshippingcontainerfor samples,
unless otherwise specifiedby the shipping regulations. The outside container must be able to
withstand a 4.-foot drop on solid concrete in the position most likely to cause damage. Each ice
chest will be lined with a 6-mil-thick plastic bag. When sample containers are placed in an ice
chest for shipment, all samples from a single sampling location, except for duplicate samples,
will be kept together as a set unless the SAP specifies otherwise. Duplicate samples will be
packaged and shipped in a separate ice chest. Duplicate samples should be marked "hold for
analysis" since they are collected only to ensure that a sufficient sample quantity is available
should a problem occur during sample transport. Styrofoam or bubble wrap will be used to
absorb shock. V_qlenmore than one set can fit into an ice chest, each of the sets will be placed
in separate plastic bags to prevent cross-contamination if"breakage occurs.
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CHAI.NOF CUSTODYRECORD
...... ',, , ,,,,,, /r: , ,,, , ,, ........ , ,,, , , , ,,,,,,, , _ _, , , , ,,,,,,, ,

PRO,I. NO. e_ Namej_.,iitoName _ed AnalysEs

Typeand

SNUIPLERS:(Sion_ure) DATE: C,0,tak',_San'CeP<>
. __

Oat,, Tin, co,_. G,_ _o _ I_
No. _c'o

an:l

,,,, ,_

,

Rdinq_ by:(Si0noluro) Dido Tlmo P.ocoivodby:.(Slgnature) _ b_.(e,,_e) D_ile _ Receivedl)y-._

eJnqu_d by:._) _ lr_erm_ k_r_o_ _ Clio "nine_ks:

cank_Co: _ PhoneNo. O_oResu0_Rep_od/t)y:.(_

.......... , ,,,,,,,,,,, _ ._

Figure3. Exampleof chain--of-cugodyrecord.



After sample containers are sufficiently packaged, the 6-rail-thick plastic bag will be sealed
around the samples by twisting the top and securely taping the bag closed to prevent leakage.
When preservation requirements dictate, ice will be placed in the chest.

Chain-of-custody records and any other shipping/sample documentation accompanying the
shipment will be enclosed in a waterproof plastic bag and taped to the underside of the ice chest
lid.

Each ice chest prepared for shipment will be securely taped shut. This can be
accomplished with reinforced or other suitable tape (i.e., strapping tape) wrapped at least twice
around the ice chest near each end where the hinges are located. A label, or a business card,
identifying the name and address of the responsible par_ will be affixed on the top of each ice
chest prepared for shipment.

Sample shipping containers will be marked in accordance with DOT Regulations for
Shipping Hazardous Materials (49 CFR I'/2) and/or IATA Dangerous Goods Regulations, 2gth
Edition, January I, 198'/. In addition to the complete mailing address, each ice chest must be
clearly marked with "this end up" arrows on all four sides.

V/hen sample shipment modes are selected, care will be taken not to exceed allowable
holding times for individual samples. All samples will be either delivered by the sampling crew
or shipped "Priority One/Overnight" via a commercial carrier. If commercial carriers are used,
the proper forms will be completed and at,ached to the exterior lids of the containers. Multiple
shipment forms will be used when shipping more than one container.

If a commercial carrier is used, the sampling crew chief is to supply the following
information to the laboratory coordinator: the date on which the samples were shipped, the name
of the commercial carrier, the carrier invoice number, the number of shipping containers
shipped, and the expected date of arrival at the laboratory.

6.3 Laboratory Sample Custody

Samples will arrive at the laboratory either by delivery by the sampling crew or a courier
service. After the ice chests are checked for damage, the samples will be unpacked and the
information on the accompanying chain-of-custody records will be examined. If the samples
shipped match those described on the chain-of.custody record, the laboratory sample custodian
will sign the form and assume responsibility for the samples. If problems are noted with the
sample shipment, the laboratory custodian will sign the form, record the problems in the
"Remarks" box, and notify the project manager. The laboratory must have a standard operating
procedure (SOP) for the laboratory sample cus(ody (Appendix A). The SOP is to include
provisions for the laboratory sample custodian.

Any missing samples, broken sample bottles, or unpreserved samples will be noted on the
chain-of-custody record. If there are problems with any individual samples, the custodian will
inform the laboratory coordinator. The laboratory coordinator will then contact the project
manager to determine a solution to the problem.



Allsampleswillthenbeloggedintoa samplelogbook.The followinginformationwillbe
documented in the logbook:

• Dateandtimeofsamplereceipt
• project number
• Field sample number
• Laboratory sample number (assigned during log-in procedure)
• Sample matrix

, * Sampleparameters
• Storagelocation
• Log inperson'sinitials

Allinformationrelevanttothesampleswillbesecuredattheendofeachbusinessday.
Allsampleswillbestoredina designatedsamplestoragerefrigerator/freezer,accesstowhich
willbelimitedtolaboratoryemployees.

7.0 ANALYTICAL PROCEDURES

Analytical methods will be selected from EPA/OSW-approved methods, most of which
appear in "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste'(1986). Exceptions to the requirement will
be allowed for cases in which the EPA/OSW-approved methods are not appropriate for the
preparation or analysis of a specific sample matrix or are not available for a particular constituent
or parameter.

Analyses performed by the EERC are presented in Appendix A. These methods are those
specified by the EPA and other federal and state agencies and professional organizations, as
provided in the following references:

• Guidelines establishing test procedures for the analysis of pollur_nls under the Clean
Water Act, 40 CI=RCode of Federal Regulations (CFR), pan 136.

• Hazardous waste management, 40 CFR, parts 260-265,268, and 280.

• EPA, Test methods for evaluating solid waste (SW-846), 2rid ed. (revised), Update I
(1984), Update II (1985), 3rd ed. (1986), Office of Solid Waste and Emergency
Response.

• APHA, AWWA, and WPC, 1985, Standard methods for the examination of water and
wastewater (SM), 16th ed., Washington, DC.

• EPA, Contract Laboratory Program (CLP) protocols for the analysis of organic and
. inorganichazardoussubstances.

• AmericanSocietyforTestingandMaterials(ASTM),AnnualbookofASTM standards,
' V. I1.01,11.02,and l1.04,ASTM, Philadelphia,Pennsylvania.
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Each method used routinely is documented in the form of an SOP. The SOP contains
detailed instructions concerning the application of the method. Any deviation from published
methodology must be documented and explained in the SOP.

Before a me,hod is routinely used to generate analytical data, the method must be validated
by providing the following information:

• Documentation of the method in an SOP, including a summary, detailed description of
the analytical procedure, calculations, reporting formats, safety requirements, and
special concerns.

• Testing of the method to verify detection limits, linear range, precision, and accuracy.

• Establishment of data acceptance criteria.

Table 2 presents recommended SW-846 methods and other methods for parameters that
may be analyzed for in CSD characterization and treatment test samples. All SAPs must specify
the exact analytical methods to be employed.

The laboratory must provide documentation concerning the analytical methods used for the
constituent parameter of interest and any modifications or deviations required to analyze the
various samples, whether an EPA-approved or other method is used. The methods used will be
documented in all characterization reports and OERs.

The EERC's Analytical Research Laboratory (ARL) will perform water quality, soil, and
waste analyses for the demonstration projects. The EERC uses many of the EPA guidelines as
standard operating procedures (Appendix A).

8.0 QA/QC PROCEDURES

The overall efficacy of a QA/QC project depends on operating in accordance with a
program that ensures the precision and accuracy of analyses by detecting and identifying errors
and preventing their recurrence, or measuring the degree of error inherent in the methods
applied.

Most of the analytical methods to be used give guidelines for number and frequency of
replicates, matrix spikes, and calibration standards. The matrix spikes, replicates, calibration
standards, etc., are analyzed the same way as the field samples. The analytical results are used
to document the validity and control of data.

9.0 QA/QC PERFORMANCE AND SYSTEM AUDITS

This section describes procedures and responsibilities for conducting quality audits,
accomplishing corrective action, and providing timely information to management

18
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TABLE 2

Recommended SW-g46 Methods for Mercury Analysis

Parameter Preparation Method* Analysis Method*
ii i

Soils, Solids, and Sediments

TotalMetals SW-g46 7471

TCLP Metals(mercuryonly) SW-846 7470

Wastewaters

Metals(mercuryonly) SW-g46 7470

*All methods are SW-846 methods unless otherwise specified.

regarding the effectiveness of activities affecting the QA/QC project. A comprehensive system of
planned and documented audits shall be carried out to verify compliance with all aspects of the
QA/QC project and to de_rmine its effectiveness.

Audits will consist of an evaluation of work areas and activities as well as a review of

proje_"tdocumentation. The audits will cover both field and office activities.

The records of all operations will be reviewed to verify that related activities were
performed in accordance with appropriate procedures. Items reviewed may include, but are not
limited to, calibration records of equipment, daily activity logs, photographs, and all data, logs,
and checkprints resulting from the field operations.

Audits will also examine documentation and verification of field and laboratory data and
results; performance, documer_tation,and verification of analyses; preparation and verification of
drawings, logs, and tables; content, consistency, and conclusions of reports; compliance project
requirements; and maintenance and filing of project records.

Activities of each subcontractor will be audited at least once by an EERC representative to
ensure that required equipment and procedures for sample collection, preservation, shipping,
handling, laboratory, and documentation will be used.

The quality assurance coordinator is responsible for scheduling, planning and conducting
quality audits, issuing audit reports, retaining audit records, and following up on requesmcl
corrective action.

. 9.1 Performance Audits

The laboratories selected to analyze the samples collected for the CSD project may be
• asked to provide information on any performance samples analyzed during the past two years that

are applicable to the project and information on any certifications that they have obtained for
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handling samples of similar matrices. Analysis of performance samples, specifically for the CSD
project, will not be required.

The EERC participatesin statecertificationprograms. The performanceauditverifies the
ability of the laboratoryto correctlyidentifyandquantifycompoundsin blind checksamples
submitted by the auditing agency. The purpose of these audits is w identify laboratories capable
of generating scientifically sound data. The EERC is certified to perform environmental analyses
under programs administered by the North Dakota State Department of Health.

In addition to ex_rnal audits conducted by certifying agencies, the EERC regularly
conducts internal audits to evaluate the facilities, equipment, staff, and procedures needed to
produce acceptable data. Also, the EERC routinely analyzes internal check samples as follows:

• Laboratory QA/QC check samples are analyzed at a frequency equal to at least
l0 percent of the total number of samples analyzed.

• EPA QA/QC check samples are provided on an annual basis.

The results of these audits are used to identify areas where additional training is needed or
clarification of procedures is required.

9.2 System Audits

System audits will be conducted on sampling/analysis at the discretion of the project
manager. In addition, the laboratory's SOPs for record keeping may be requested for review by
the project manager or a designee. If possible, the manager will audit the laboratory or field
operations to determine whether proper record-keeping procedures are used and maintained.

These audits will consist of all or any of the following items:

• Review of the organization and responsibilities to determine the functional operation of
the QA/QC project.

• Checkon the availabilityand implementationof standardoperatingprocedures.

• Assessmentof traceabilityof samplesanddam.

• Validation that the appropriate QA/QC checks are being made and that appropriate
documentation is maintained.

• Determination of whether the field and laboratory equipment is available, calibrated, and
in proper working condition.

• Assurance that record-keeping procedures, including notebooks, iogsheets, bench sheets,
and tracking forms, are properly maintained.

• Verification that the appropriate chain of command is followed in responding to
variances and implementing corrective action.

2O
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• Review of data validation.

• Issuance of blind QA/QC samples to the analytical laboratory for analysis of specified
critical parameters.

• Preparation of a QA/QC report that includes the results of the blind QA/QC samples
and the associated calibration and control charts (if appropriate) and delivery of the
report to the project manager and QA/QC team leader.

9.3 Audit Scheduling

The QA/QC team leader will schedule audits so that all quality proc_ures and elements are
periodically audited. Random, unscheduled audits may supplement the regularly scheduled audits
when deemed necessary by the project manager. The QA/QC team leader will periodically
evaluate, prepare, and maintain a schedule of audits to be conducted, including follow-up as
required, to assure that any deficiencies and/or adverse conditions are documented and properly
evaluated, and appropriate corrective action is taken.

9.4 Audit Planning

The QA/QC team leader will determine the objective, scope, general approach, and
reference criteria necessary to successfully conduct the audit. The QA/QC team leader will
prepare the quality audit planning and audit checklists to be used during the audit.

9.5 Reporting Audit Findings and Obtaining Corrective Action

The QA/QC team leader will:

• Report the audit findings to the project manager and affected personnel to assure validity
of findings and make recommendations for corrective action.

• Obtain corrective action commitments from the project manager and affected personnel
as appropriate.

• Assure that the commitments identify actions to be taken, individuals responsible, and
completion dates and also that the committed actions are reasonable, to prevent
recurrence of the discrepancy or significantly reduce the probability of its recurrence.

• Follow up 9n corrective action commitments to assure their timely accomplishment and
effective use.

. 10.0 CORRECTIVE ACTION

The need for corrective action may be identified during the review of data, field
investigation, field and office surveillance and audit, and safety and health surveillance. The
identification, correction, verification, and documentation of corrective action is controlled by the
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QA/QC projectand implementingprocedures.Correctiveactionis controlledby audit findings
andactionmemos.

Data generatedas part of theanalyticalQA/QC projectwill be sentto the QA/QC team
leaderand theprojectmanagerto ensurethe absenceof systematicbias or trends. Corrective
actionswill betakenuponidentificationof any problemswith the projectthat affectproduct
quality.

10.1 General Procedures

Corrective actionswill be takenuponidentificationof any problemswith the projectthat
affect productquality. The projectmanageror a designeewill be responsiblefor identifyingthe
causeof the problemanddevelopinga solution. The rootcauseof the problemwill first be
determined,thenthe effectsof the problemon the programwill be identifiedfor subsequent
analysisof the effectivenessof the correctiveaction. The projectmanager,in conjunctionwith
the QA/QC teamleaderandan appropriatesupervisor(i.e., laboratorycoordinator),will develop
a viablecorrectiveaction. The effectsof the actionwill be testedto determinewhether the
actioneliminatesthe problemandassociatedconcerns

After developinga successfulcorrectiveaction,the projectmanager,QAJQCteamleader,
or their designeesare responsiblefor documentingand implementingall correctiveactions. A
CorrectiveAction Memorandumwill be written, whichdocumentstheproblemand describesthe
correctiveactionthat will be implemented,as well as the expectedresultsof implementation.
The projectmanageror a designeewill assesstheeffectivenessof the correctiveactionafter
implementationis complete. Copiesof the CorrectiveAction Memorandumwill be sentto all
personnelwho wouldbe affectedby the correctiveaction.

10.2 Performance/SystemAudits

Data generatedfor the CSD Programwill be reviewedby the QA/QC team leaderand the
appropriatetechnicalstaff to ensurethe absenceof systematicbiasor trendsand to ensurethat
appropriatecorrectiveactionsare taken.

Field activitiesperformedby the samplingteamwill be auditedby a third-party
representativeto ensure that requiredequipmentandproceduresfor samplecollection,
preservation,shipping,handling,anddocumentationare used.

The needfor field or laboratoryauditsand the frequencyof suchauditswill be specified in
the SAP.

10.3 Data Outside Control Limits

If at any time the data fall outside previously designated limits, the following actions will
be taken:

• If a field/laboratory person observes that instruments are not within calibration limits,
the instruments will be recalibrated; samples will be reanalyzed once an acceptable
calibration has been obtained.
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* If the field/laboratory person or engineering staff observes data problems (for example,
if results for specific QA/QC analysis are outside the QAJQC limits), that person will
immediately notify the QA/QC team leader.

• If the QA/QC team leader discovers data problems or is notified of a problem, the team
leader will decide on the severity of the problem and take the appropriate action:

-- Minimal Data Problems. Minimal data problems are defined as problems that occur
° but will have no impact on the project's data quality objective; e.g., the chain-of-

custody sheets were initialed and not signed. The corrective action taken will be
documented.

-- Moderate Data Problems. Moderate data problems are defined as problems having
an impact on the data quality objective but data are still valid; i.e., detection limits
for an analyte were between 1 ppm and 2 ppm, and the project manager was not
contacted. A problem memorandum will be prepared and sent to the project manager
and a decision on the appropriateaction will then be made.

-- Severe Data Problems. Severe data problems are defined as problems having an
impact on the data quality objective and potentially invalidating the data; i.e.,
samples were run after the holding times had expired. A problem memorandum will
be prepared and sent to the project manager, initiating corrective action procedures.

10.4 Data Problems

The project manager will investigate the problem and will be responsible for ensuring that
one or more of the following actions is taken:

• If the problem is minimal and occurred in-house, the appropriate person, i.e., lead
engineer or laboratory coordinator, will correct the problem and prepare a Corrective
Action Memorandum.

• If the problem is limited in scope and easily corrected, the appropriate person, in
concert with the project manager, will make the corrections and prepare a Corrective
Action Memorandum.

• If the problem is judged by the field sampling staff, laboratory coordinator, or project
manager to be significant, corrective actions will be initiated.

10.5 Unusual Occurrences and Unexpected Events

During a field investigation, if a condition is encountered that is totally outside of, or
, contrary to, that which is anticipated in project planning and not provided for under field

investigation procedures, affected work may be stopped. The project manager (and site health
and safety officer, if applicable) must immediately be contacted and their direction obtained for
the completion of activities. Any such deviation from field planning and procedures is
documented in field notebooks and an action memo is prepared. Action memos are prepared by
the responsible engineer and l:.rocessed by the QA/QC team leader. The causes and actions to
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prevent recurrence of the deviation are determined and concurred with by the project manager
and the QA/QC team leader. The QA/QC team leader tracks the action memo and is responsible
for documenting the resolution of the deviation.

10.6 Management Corrective Action and Stop Work

Quality deficiencies serious enough to warrant management action are identified and
reported in a management correction action report (MCAR). Conditions requiring management
corrective action may be identified by anyone associated with a project. Such conditions are
reported to the QA/QC team leader by preparation of a MCAR form. The MCAR identifies the
condition adverse to quality, its apparent cause, the corrective action taken, action taken to
prevent recurrence, and follow-up verification.

Authority to stop work is given to the health and safety manager, who can suspend work
activities that are being conducted in a manner that threatens health, safety, or the environment.
Authority to stop work is also given to the QA/QC team leader, who can suspend work activities
that jeopardize accomplishment of the project or project quality objectives.

10.7 Laboratory Internal Corrective Action

When errors, deficiencies, or uncontrollable situations exist, the QA/QC project provides
"corrective actions" to resolve problems and restore proper functioning to the analytical system.

Corrective actions may be necessary when:

• QA/QC data are outside acceptable precision and accuracy.

• Blanks contain contaminants above acceptable levels.

• Undesirable trends are detected in spike recoveries or relative percent difference
between duplicates.

• There are unusual changes in detection limits.

• Deficiencies are detected during internal or external audits, or from the results of
performance evaluation samples.

• Inquiries concerning data quality are received from clients.

Corrective action procedures are often handled by the analyst, who reviews the laboratory
procedures for possible errors and checks the instrument calibration, spike and calibration mixes,
instrument sensitivity, etc. If problems persist or cannot be identified, the matter is referred to
the laboratory supervisor for resolution. Once resolved, documentation of the corrective action
procedures is filed with the QA/QC team leader. Corrective action documentation is reviewed by
the project manager.
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11.0 CALIBRATION FROCED_

11.1 Laboratory Analysis

All instruments will be calibrated each day that analyses are performed. The calibration
standardsmustincludetheconstituentsofconcernfortheproject.The calibrationprocedures

' describedintheappropriateanalyticalmethodswillbe followed.Inaddition,thelaboratorymust
havea SOP forinstrumentcalibration.TheseSOPs mustbe availableforreviewuponrequest.

Allcalibrationinformationwillbedocumented.Ifthecalibrationcheckstandarddoesnot

meet the criteria specified in the method, the instrument will be recalibrated and the samples
analyzed after the last calibration check standard meeting the calibration specifications. If
deviations from or modifications to these procedures are necessary, approval must be obtained
from the project manager prior to implementation of the deviation/modification. Documentation
of these deviations/modifications and the reason for their implementation must be presented in the
final analytical data report.

Calibration standards must be prepared using pure standard materials or purchased as
certified solutions. If the standards are made from pure standardmaterials, the materials must be
assayed and the purity of the standardmust be known. When compound purity is assayed to be
96 percent or greater, the weight may be used without correction to calculate the concentration of
the stock solution unless otherwise specified in the analytical material. Commercially prepared
stock standards may be used at any concentration if they are certified by the manufacturer or by
an independent source. If commercially prepared, the name of the manufacturer and the
information regarding purity of the standard or the concentration of the stock solution must be
available upon request.

Instrument calibration procedures may be followed according to those specified by the
manufacturer or according to the procedures provided in Table 3, depending on the situation.
The concentrations of the calibration standards for each method will be determined by the
detection limit and the linear curve of the range. EERC calibration procedures are described in
Appendix A.

11.2 Field Calibration

All instruments will be calibrated each day that analyses are performed in the field. The
calibration procedures described in the appropriate SOPs written for the field team and provided
in the SAP must be followed. If the calibration check standard does not meet the criteria

specified in the method, the use of the instrument will be discontinued until the unit can be
recalibrated. Samples analyzed after the last calibration check standard meeting the calibration
specifications will be reanalyzed with a calibration instrument, if possible.

Field testing equipment will be subject to periodic inspection and calibration. At a
minimum, measuring and test equipment will be calibrated dally, unless specified otherwise by
the manufacturer. Calibrated equipment will be identified by using either the manufacturer's

• serial number or by a permanent tag number assigned to the instrument. A label with the
identification number and the date and time of calibration will be attached to the instrument.
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TABLE 3

CalibrationProceduresfor Analytical Instruments

1[ ii1ifl i i i i it Ill TIll tirol _ I I [Iil I I [ I I I I I I III I I] _ I

instrument Procedure
............ itttttltrl I r , , ,, ,,,,,,,,H,, ,,,,1111 telli i i jl|_r I It I I l I IIII111111 II

Flame AA Dally four-pointcalibrationwith blank andappropriatestandards.
Checkstandardandblankanalysisaftereverymn samples.

s

FurnaceAA Dailyfour-pointcalibrationwithblankandappropriatestandards.
Checkstandardandblankanalysisaftereverytensamples.

ICP Dailyfour-pointcalibrationwithblankandappropriatestandards.
Interferencechecksampleanalysisevery8 hours.Checkstandard
andblankanalysisafterever'/tensamples.

GC Meetchromatographicacceptancecrimria,thendo three-pointinitial
calibrationwith0.2-,0.25-,and 1.0-pg/Lstandards,followedby
dailychromatographiccheckandcalibrationcheck.

GC/MS MeetMS tuningcriteriafollowedbychromatographicacceptance
criteria.Thendo three-pointinitialcalibrationwith20-,50-,and
100-ng/mLstandard,followedby dailychromatographiccheckand
calibrationcheck.

Analytical Balance Prior calibration check with Class S weights in the gram and
milligram range. Other checks as appropriate in expected weighing
range.

HPLC Meet chromatographic acceptance criteria, then do multipoint initial
calibration followed by daily chromatographic check and calibration
check.

pH Meter Three-point calibration at pH 4, 7, and 10. Calibration check after
every ten samples.

Conductivity Meter Calibration check daily and every 20 samples.

UV Spectrometer Daily multipoint calibration. Check standard every 20 samples.

Technicon Daily multipoint calibration. Check standard every 20 samples.

TOC Daily single-point calibration in triplicate. Check standard every 20
samples.

TOX Daily calibration check. Check standard every 20 samples.

IC Daily multipoint calibration. Check standard every 20 samples.

Thermometers Check against NI3S thermometerevery 6 months.
e

Hg Analyzer Daily four-pointcalibration. Check standardand blank analysisafter '
every ten samples.

a Ill ml I I I I II , I ,Ill
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_luiprnent calibrationdate, time, andcomments/observationswill be recordedin the field
logbook. Malfunctioningequipmentwill be removedfrom serviceandtaggedto ensureit is not
inadvertently used.

ii.3 Calibration Failures

Equipmentthat falls calibrationor becomesinoperableduring usewill be removedfrom
service and either segregated to prevent inadvertent use or tagged to indicate it is out of

. calibration. Suchequipmentwill be repairedand recalibratedor replacedas appropriate. The
0A/0C team leader shall be notified of all equipment problems for data qualification purposes.

11.4 Calibration Records

In addition to recordingall informationpertainingto calibrationof equipmentin the field
logbook, equipment calibration records will be prepared and maintained for each piece of
measuring and testing equipment to establish calibration procedures and for tracking and ensuring
proper and timely calibration.

Calibration records will include the following information:

• Type of equipment
s Identification number of equipment
• Calibration procedure
• Calibration frequency and acceptable tolerances
• Calibration dates and times
• Calibration data

• Name of person performing calibration
• Information on calibration acceptance or failure

12.0 DATA REDUCTION, VALIDATION, AND REPORTING

All analytical dataare extensivelycheckedfor accuracyandcompleteness.The data
validation process consists of data generation, reduction, and review.

The analyst who generates the analytical data has the prime responsibility for its correctness
and completeness. All data are generated and reduced following appropriate protocols. Each
analyst revi :Is the data package to ensure that:

• Sample prei_arationinformation is correct and complete.
• Analysis information and analytical results are correct and complete.
• QA/QC results are within established control limits.
• Special sample preparation and analytical requirements have been documented.

The data reduction and validation steps are documented, signed, and dated by the analyst.
" The analystthen passesthe datapackageto the supervisorand to theQA/OC team leaderfor

review.
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For data to be sci_flcally valid, legally defensible, and comparable, valid procedures
must be used to prepare chose data. These reporting procedures follow.

12.1 l)ata Reduction

The analytical laboratory will specify its data reduction methods. A deliverable checklist
will be filled out during data review to ensure completeness of data.

Wherever possible, the initial data reduction will be computerized. This reduces the
frequency of u'anscription errors and calculation errors. Where data reduction is not
computerized, calculations will be performed in permanently bound laboratory notebooks with
carbon copy pages, or on preprinteddata reduction pages. The data reduction for some analyses
includes analysts' interpretations of the raw data and manual calculations. When this is required,
the analysts' decisions will be written in ink on the raw data sheets. Any corrections to data
sheets will be made by lining out inaccurate information, initialing the lineout, and adding the
revised information next to the lineout.

12.2 Data VaIldaflon

Data validation begins with the analyst and continues until the data are reported. The
individual analysts will verify the completion of the appropriate data forms to verify the
completeness and correctness of data acquisition and reduction. The laboratory supervisor will
review computer and manual data reduction results and will inspect laboratory notebooks and data
sheets to verify data reduction correctness and completeness and to ensure close adherence to the
specified analytical method protocols. Calibration and QA/QC data wiU be examined by the
individual analysts and the laboratory supervisor to verify chat all instrument systems are working
properly and chat QA/QC objectives for precision, accuracy, completeness, and method detection
limits are being met.

The principal criteria that will be used to determine the validity of data generated during
collection and reporting are:

• Verification, on a weekly basis, by the project analyst, chat all raw data generated in the
preceding week have been stored on computer disk and on hard copy and chat storage
locations have been documented in the laboratory records.

• Examination of all the data by the analytical coordinator to verify adequacy of
documentation and to confirm that peak shape, resolution, and calculations or response
factors of shift standards match calibration curves.

s Confirmation chat raw areas for internal standards and calibration standards and raw and

relative areas for surrogate compounds are within the expected values.

• Reporting of all associated blank standards, calibration standards, check standards, and
QA/QC data (matrix spike, matrix spike duplicate_,etc.) with the analytical results of
each batch of samples.

• Reporting of all analytical data for samples with no values rejected as outliers.
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QA/QC outlier data are defined as those QAJQC data lying outside a specific QA/¢_
objective window for precision or accuracy for a given analytical method (e.g., matrix spike data
showing recoveries below 20 percent). Should QAJQC data be outside of the control limits, the
laboratory supervisor will investigate the cause of the problem, have the QA/QC data timed
with a data qualifier, and notify the project _er and the QA/QC team leader. If the data
must be reanalyzed and the reanalysis corrects the problem, then only the w,a:wlysis results will

" be reported. If both initial analysis and reanalysis results indicate that a matrix problem exists,
both results will be reported, and the results will be qualified in the final data package. If

. reanalysis is not feasible, the initial analysis results will be reported and qualified in the
laborator3"s final data package.

12.3 Reporting

A variety of reporting formats may be used. In general, repom will consist of a copy of
the sample Iogsheet, chain-of-custody andanalytical data. Case narratives are included when
necessary to explain any problems encountered or when general comments are required.

Data are reported by sample or by test. Pertinent information, including dates samples
were obtained, received, prepared, and extracted, are included on each report. The analytical
methodology used is also reported. The method reporting limit and regulatory limit, if
appropriate, for each analysis is normally reported for the majority of analyses.

Results of any matrix spikes and duplicates, or other project-epecific QA/QC parameters
are al_o reported. All results will be reported to the project manager or a designee by sample
batch and will be certified by the laboratory. All reports and documentation required, including
chromatograms and mass spectra, calibration records, and QA/QC results, will be clearly labeled
with the laboratory sample number and associated field sample number.

Analytical data will be reported on an as.received basis. Analytical results will be given in
standard units, as specified by the analytical methods, if reporting units are not specified in the
methods, data from the analysis wiU be reported in t_g/L,'forall liquid samples and in mg/kg on
an as-received basis for soils and other solid matrices. In addition to the analytical results and
QA/(_ data, details regarding the corrective actions taken and a discussion of any necessary
modifications of the protocols established in the referenced methods will be included in the final
data report.

The final data package submitted by the analytical laboratory must include a summary of
the analytical results for each sample, as well as all reports and documentation generated as
required by the analytical methods (i.e., chromatograms, extraction notes, and chain-of-custody
forms).

When the analytical data reports are received from the laboratory, the project _er,
, QA/QC team leader, _d engineering staff will review the data and incorporate the data into the

characterization repon/OEg. The characterization report/OER will be reviewed by the principal
engineer designated for the project, the QA/QC team leader, and the project manager prior to

• submittal of the report. The report will then be reviewed.
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13.0 PP_ ]',LA.INTENANCE

To minimize downtime and interruption oi"analytical work, preventive maintenance is
routinely performed on each analytical instrument. Routine maintenance is performed for all
major instrumentationby the operator under supervision of the area supervisor. When repairs
are _sary, they are performed by either the operator, supervisor, or trained service engineers
employed by the instrument manufacturer. Service contracts with the instrument manufacturers
are maintained on the major sophisticated instrumentation. These conwacts also provide for
preventive maintenance.

Preventive mai__ntenanceprocedures are maintained by each supervisor. Logbooks are used
to document the preventive maintenance and repairs performed on each analytical instrument.
All laboratory instrumentation and field equipment must be maintained following procedures
outlined by the manufacturer.

13.1 Field Preventive Maintenance

Prior to a sampling project, field equipment must be inspected and calibrated to ensure that
it is working properly. Spare pans must be available and will be taken on the _pling trip.
Following the field equipment's use, it must be decontaminated using the appropriate cleaning
procedures required for the project.

13.2 Laboratory Preventive Maintenance

Instrument maintenance logbooks will be kept with each instrument and will be updated by
the operator whenever either routine or nonroutine maintenance procedures are performed.
Laboratory personnel will be responsible for the daily recording of refrigerator and freezer
temperatures and the calibration of a variety of equipment, including, but not limited to, pH
meters, balances, thermometers, and thermocouples. Scheduled periodic measurements will be
performed (and documentation prepared) for oven and incubator temperatures and fume hood air
flow rates. Expendable materials will be replaced at recommended intervals, such as vacuum
pump oil and air filters on instrumentation cooled by forced air supplies. Cleaning and
lubrication of serviceable parts will also be performed following specific guidelines established by
the instrument manufacturers. Spare pans or backup equipment will be maintained.

14.0 QA/QC REPORTS TO MANAGEMENT

The project manager, in conjunction with the QA/QC team leader, will identify critical
areas of the project that will be subject to inspection. These inspections will be performed by
qualified staff members who are not performing or supervising the activity. In addition, the
principal CSD work group members may request auditing and/or review of the field activities,
laboratory activities, or analytical data to be completed by their designated QMQC teamleaders.
The areas inspected may include staff qualifications, equipment maintenance records, equipment
calibration records, protocol adherence, documentation practices, sample traceability and control,
data traceability and document control, record keeping practices, review and validation practices,
computation practices, QAJQC data and practices, and QA/QC compliance.
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The results of impe_ions, audits, summaries of problems, and corrective action requests
will be reporu_ to the project nmrmgeras they are available or as they are specified in the
technology-specific SAPs.

Reports for the CSD Program, e.g., characterization reports and OERs, will include a
separate QA/QC section that documents the QA/QC activities that lend support to the credibility
of the data and the validity of the conclusions.

The QAJQC section will include the following:

• Changes to procedures outlined in this QA/QC project plan.

• Limitations or constraints on the applicability of the data.

• The status of QA/QC programs, accomplishments, and corrective actions.

• Results of technical systems and/or performance evaluation QA/QC audits.

• Assessments of data quality in terms of precision, accuracy, completeness, method
detection limit, representativeness, and comparability.
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QUAIATY ASSURANCE-QUALITY CONTROL

1.0 ,_TRODUCTION

The AnalyticalResearchLaboratory(ARL) isoneofa numberofresearchlaboratoriesi

accociated with the Energy and Environmental Research Center (F_,ERC)in Grand Forks, North
Dakota.

Within this framework, the Applied Chemistry area strives to apply chemical concepts and
methodologies to solve a wide variety of problems, including materials characterization, metals
extraction, determination of groundwater-sediment interactions, waste-groundwater interactions,
diesel fuel production from vegetable oil, and the chemical characterization of groundwater.
Moreover, other EERC research programs rely extensively on the practical expertise developed
in the course of applied-chemisu_y research.

Quality assurance (QA) at the ARL encompasses the entire range of activities associated
with sample collection, sample preservation, chemical analyses, and data reporting with emphasis
on procedures for assessment, prevention, and correction. The principal components of the ARL
QA plan reside in the quality control program. This program is supervised at both the corporate
and laboratory level and is accomplished through clearly defined objectives, documented
procedures, management support, and a comprehensive audit system. The following sections
outline systems which substantiate and document that data produced in the laboratory are of
proven and known quality.

2.0 QUALrIN ASSURANCE .'_I3LICY

The policy of the ARL is to conduct sufficient quality assurance activities to demonstrate
that all data generated by the laboratory are scientifically valid, defensible, and of known
precision and accuracy. Data must be complete, representative, and comparable. Data must
meet QA requirements set by the North Dakota State Department of Health and Consolidated
Laboratories.

Dave I-lassett, the director of the EERC Analytical Research Laboratory, has overall
responsibility for the development, implementation, and continued operation of the QA program.
The director is responsible for identifying equipment, personnel, and training needs, and
coordinating and discussing these needs with appropriate state personnel.

3.0 STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES

Det=Jls of the analytical and QA protocols are contained in a set of standard operating
procedures (SOPs). SOPs incorporate the requirements of the analytical methods, the QA
program, and good laboratory practices. Examples of some typical SOPS are given below.
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3.1 Method SOP

a. Project and method requirements: detection limits, blanks, spikes, and duplicates

b. Reagent and standardpreparation

c. Equipment and glassware requirements

d. Sample preparation

e. Sample analysis: instrument calibration, standard, samples

f. Data and report generation

g. Data and report approval

h. Sample return/disposal

3.2 Instrument SOP

a. Operational protocols: start-up, settings, calibration, and shutdown

b. Maintenance and service

c. Sample log and service log

3.3 Sample Control SOP

a. Receiving information

b. Log in/storage

c. Chain-of-custody

d. Sample transfer/disposal

4.0 AUDITS AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS

4.1 External Performance Audits

The EERC's ARL is certified to perform analyses on mercury by the North Dakota State
Department of Health and Consolidated Laboratories, using EPA Method 245.1, Cold Vapor
Atomic Absorption. See Figure A-1.

s
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4.2 Internal Performance Audits

The purpose of internal laboratory auditing is to identify the sources of measurement error.
Some of the potential error sources are the analyst, equipment, the calibration, and the operating
conditions.

Internal quail .ty is maintained through the following exercises"

. • Laboratory QC check samples are analyzed at a frequency equal to at least 10% of the
total number of samples.

• Matrix-matched spiked samples are analyzed at a frequency equal to at least 10% of the
total number of samples.

• Duplicate samples are analyzed at a frequency equal to at least 10% of the total number
of samples.

• Atomic absorbances of standards are recorded each time an analysis is performed.

$.0 SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PRESERVATION
!

The majority of samples received by the EERC's ARL are collected in the field by our own
experienced sampling teams. The ARL provides properly cleaned sample containers of
zppropriate size and construction, and containing proper preservatives, if necessary, to ensure the
_uccessful transportation of samples. A list of proper containers and preservatives is provided in
Figure A-2.

6.0 SAMPLE CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY

A sample is physical evidence collected from a facility or from the environment, and
possession must be traceable from the time of sample collection, throughout the laboratory
analysis, and up to sample disposal. Samples received by the ARL follow an orderly chain-of-
custody as follows.

Upon receipt, samples are checked,for closure integrity, label identification, quantity
verification, and any discrepancies. Samples are then assigned a unique laboratory number,
recorded in the laboratory logbook (Figure A-3) with all essential sample information, and the
designated laboratory number is placed directly on the sample container. Samples are stored
appropriately within the laboratory during sample analysis. The laboratory is locked during the
night with only authorized laboratory personnel having access. Daytime access to the laboratory
is through a monitored reception area.
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List of Certified Parameters for

UND Energy and Environmental Research Center Water Analysis Laboratory
Issued by:

The Chemistry Division of
The North Dakota State Depamnent of Health and Consolidated Laboratories

October 25, 1991

Alkalinity (total), Aluminum, Antimony, Arsenic, Barium, Beryllium, Cadmium, Calcium,
Chromium, Cobalt, COD, Iron, Lead, Magnesium, Manganese, Mercury, Molybdenum, Nickel,
pH, Potassium, Selenium, Silver, Sodium, Specific Conductivity, Strontium, Sulfate, Thallium,
Titanium, Total Dissolved Solids, Vanadium, Zinc.
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7.0 REAGENT AND STANDARDS

A critical element in the generation of quality data is the purity/quaiity of the reagents and
standard solutions used in analytical operation. Contaminated or improperly prepared reagents or
calibration standard solutions can cause errors in analytical results.

All primary mercuryreferencestandardsandmercurycheckstandardsare those
recommendedby or obtainedthroughthe National Instituteof Standardsand Technology(NIST)
or otherreliable commercialsources. All standardsare validatedprior to useand checked
regularlyfor signsof deterioration,suchasdiscoloration,formationof precipitates,etc. All
standardsare dateduponreceipt, stored, and handledproperly,andnoteis takenof the limited
shelf life.

Chemicalreagentsusedin mercuryanalysisare of analyticalgradeor better. Chemical
reagentsare dateduponreceipt, stored,and handledproperly,and note is takenof thosewith
limited shelf life. Water usedto makestandardsis 10 mega-ohmdeionLz_waterequivalentor
superior to ASTM Type II water.

8.0 INSTRUMENT CALIBRATION

Calibration of instruments is required to ensure that the analytical system is operating
correctly and functioning at the proper sensitivity to meet established detection limits. The atomic
absorption spectrophotometer is calibrated each time mercury samples are run with appropriate
standard solutions based on the expected range of sample concentration(s). If a check standard
fails, the instrument must be recalibrated and samples from the last successful check standard
through the failed check standard rerun before sample analysis can continue. Standard
absorbances are recorded in the laboratory notebook for comparison with previous standard
absorbances to check instrument performance for known standards.

9.0 INSTRUMENT PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE

Preventive maintenance is an orderly program of positive actions (equipment cleaning,
lubrication, reconditioning, adjustment, and testing) for preventing failure 'of equipment or parts
during use. The main objective of the preventive maintenance program at the ARL is to increase
the system reliability and thereby decrease downtime and further ensure data precision.

A manufacturer service contract is maintained on the atomic absorption unit used to analyze
for mercury as an ongoing part of the preventive maintenance program. All maintenance
performed by the analyst is recorded in the laboratory notebook for future reference. When
repair or service is necessary, it is performed by a trained service engineer employed by the
instrument manufacturer.
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Parameter Method No. Test Code Matrix Container Preservative

ICP Scan 200.7 Water 500 mL poly bottle HNO3 to
pH_<2.0

6010 Soil/Waste Core tube or glass jar None

Arsenic 206.2 Water 500 mL poly bottle HHO3 to
(OF-AA) pH _<2.0

7060 Soil/Waste Core tube or glass jar None

Mercury 245. ! Water TeflonTM bottle 2% BrCI
(CV-AA)

analysis only 7470 Soil/Waste Core tube or glass jar None

Selenium 270.2 Water 500 mL poly bottle HNO3 to
(GF-AA) pH_<2.0

7740 Soil/Waste Core tube or glass jar None

Thallium 279.2 Water 500 mL poly bottle HNO3 to
(OF-AA) pHi2.0

7841 Soil/Waste Core tubeor glassjar None

Lead(GF-AA) 239.2 Water 500 mL poly bottle HNO3 to
pH_<2.0

7421 Soil/Waste Core tube or glass jar None

Total Cyanide 335.2 Water 500 mL poly bottle 4"C NaOH to
pH_<2.0

335.2-S Soil/Waste Coretube or glass jar None

Figure A-2. lnorganics.
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10.0 RNAL QUALITYCONTROL

10.1 Duplicate Sample Analysis

In order to ensure that adequate levels of precision are maintained by the F,F_.C's ARL,
random duplicate samples are analyzed at a rate of one in every ten samples with at least one

" duplicate analysis per run and one duplicate per sample matrix.

, 10.2 Spiked Sample Analysb
l

In order to account for background contamination and/or sample interferences, spiked
sample analyses will be performed on ten percent of all samples. Accuracy is reponed as percent
recovery of the spike added'

% Recovery = (Samvle + Spike_- fSamDle)x I00
Spike

The spike added should be approximately equal to the expected amount of mercury present
in the sample or sample aliquot.

10.3 Corrective Action Protocol

When a situation is determined to be out of control through significant duplicate differences
or through spike recoveries of less than 90%, the analyst will rerun the duplicate or spiked
samples to reject the actual analysis as a possibtc source of error. If the error is not at this point,
the spike or duplicate should be reprepared to determine if the problem is in sample preparation.
If the error is again not found at this point, the next step is to reprepare the standards and the
standard curve. If the curve is significantly different from the previous curve, the samples
should be rerun, and if the quality control data now show the system to be in control, note should
be made in the laboratory notebook when recording data. If the curve is not significantly
different, the samples must be rerun by methods of standard additions, and this should bring the
system into control; however, if it does not, the lab director should be contacted.

II.0 ANALYTICAL PROTOCOL FOR DETERMINATION OF MERCURY BY COLD-
VAPOR ATOMIC ABSORPTION

II.I Purpose and Application

This method is applicable to drinking, surface, and saline waters and domestic and
industrial wastes to determine the amount of mercury in them. The detection limit ;fora 10-mL
sample is 0. I pg/L.

11.2 Summary of Method

This flameless atomic absorption procedure is a physical method based on the absorption of
radiation at 253.7 nm by mercury vapor. The mercury is reduced to the elemental state and
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aeratedfrom solution. The mercuryvaporpassesthrougha cell positionedin the light pathof an
atomicabsorptionspectrophotometer. Absorbanceis measuredas a functionof mercury
concentration.

11.3 lnterferenas
J

I. Possible interferenceby sulfide is eliminatedby the additionof potassiumpermanganate.
Concentrationsas high as 20 mg/L of sulfideas sodiumsulfide do not interferewith the
determinationof mercury.

2. Interferencecan occurwhen copperconcentrationsexceed I0 mg/L.

3. Sea waters, brines, and industrialeffluentshigh in chloridesrequireadditional
pernmngmmte(as muchas 25 mL). Duringthe oxidationstep, chloridesareconvened
to free chlorine,whichwill _,,Isoabsorbradiationat 253 nm. Care must be takento
assure thatfree chlorineis absentbeforethe mercury is reducedand swept intothe cell.
This may be accomplishedby using an excess of hydroxylaminehydrochloridereagent
(25 mL). In addition,the deadair space in the vessel mustbe purgedbefore the
additionof stannouschloride. Both inorganicand organic mercuryspikeshave been
quantitativelyrecoveredfrom sea waterusing this technique.

4. Interferencefrom certainvolatileorganic materialsthat will absorbat this wavelengthis
also possible.

5. In additionto inorganicforms of mercury,organic mercurialsmay also be present.
These organo-mercurycompoundswill not respondto the cold-vaporatomicabsorption
techniqueunless they are first brokendown and convened to mercuricions. Potassium
permanganateoxidizes manyof these compounds,but recentstudieshave shown that a
numberof organicmercurials,.includingphenylmercuricacetateand methylmercuric
chloride, are only partiallyoxidized by this reagent. Potassiumpersulfatehas been
foundto give approximately100%recovery when used as the oxidantwiththese
compounds. Therefore,a persulfateoxidationstep followingthe additionof the
permangaxmtehas been includedto ensure that organo-mercurycompounds,if present,
will be oxidizedto the mercuricion before measurement. A heat step is requiredfor
methyl mercuricchloride when presentin or spiked to a natural system. For distilled
water, the heat step is not necessary.

11.4 Apparatus and Materials

1. Atomic absorptionspectrophotometer

2. LeemanP$ 200 mercuryanalyzer

3. Analyticalbalance

4. Volumetricflasks
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5.Graduatedcylinders

6.Eppendorfpipet

7.Dry blockheater

" II.$ Realients

, i.l_ioniz_wamr

2.Sulfuricacid(concenu'amd,H2SO4)

3.Nitricacid(concenu'amd,HNO3)

4.5% potassiumpermanganamsolution('W/V):Dissolve50 ofpotassiumpermanganate
inwateranddilumm l L.

5.5% potassiumpersulfatesolution(Wry'):Dissolve50g ofK2S20,inwamr anddilum
rolL.

6.4% hydroxylaminehydrochloridesolution(W/V): Dissolve40 g ofhydroxylamine
hydrochlorideinwamr anddilumm lL.

7. I0% st_mouschloridesolution(W/V): dissolve100g ofSnCl2 inwatercontaining40
mL ofconcenu'amdhydrochloricacid(I-ICl)anddilutetol L. On aging,thissolution
decomposes.Ifa suspensionforms,mix reagembeforeuse.Make freshbeforeeach
use;usually250 mL issufficient.

8.Stockmercuryatomicabsorptionstandardsolution,1000ppm.

9.Workingmercurystandard,l ppm:

- Add 0.l mL ofthe1000-ppmstockmercurystandardsolutionw a 100-mL

volumetricflaskcontaining90 mL ofdeionizedwamr + 200 _.LofHNO3.
- Dilute to volume with deionized water and mix well.

- Prepare fresh daily.
I0. Working mercury spike: prepare as indicated above using a different stock mercury

standard.

11.6 Sample Rsndling and Preservation

1. Samplesshouldbe preservedby acidificationwith a 2% bromine monochloridesolution
. to a pH of 2 or lower immediately at time of collection.

2. Holding time: 28 days.
I
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11.7 Calibration and Standardization

I. Using a transfer pipet, transfer I0 mL of deion_ed water into a series of 50-mL
reaction vessels.

2. Add an aliquot of the working mercury standardsolution to each vessel.

Aliquot Added, aL Condensation. m_/L

0 0 "
20 0.0O02
50 0.0005
100 0.001
300 0.OO3
500 0.005

3. Mix each solution thoroughly by swirling the vessel.

4. Proceedto Step2 under"Procedure."

11.8 Procedure

I. Using a transfer pipet, pipet I0 mL of each sample into separate reaction vessels.

2. Add 0.5 mL of concentrated H:SO4 and 0.25 rnL of concen_'au_dHNO3 to each bottle
and swirlto mix.

3.Add 5 mL ofthe5% potassiumpermanganatesolutionm eachvesselandswirltomix.

4.Allowbottlestostandfor15minutes.Ifthepermanganatecolordisappearsbefore15
minutes, add additional F',.MO4until the permanganate color persists for m least 15
minums.

5. Add 0.8 mL of the 5 % potassium persulfate solution to each bottle and swirl to mix.
Stopper bottles.

6. Place the bottles in a dry block hearer (maintained at a mmperamre of 95°C) and heat
for 2 hours. Monitor temperature with immersion thermometer. Cover bath.

7. Remove the bottles from the wamr bath and allow them to cool to room temperature.

8.Add 0.5mL ofthe4% hydroxylaminehydrochloridesolutiontoeachbottleandwait
untilthesolutionhasdecolorized(atleast30seconds).Remove deadairspaceby
blowingairintoeachbottle.

9.AnalyzeeachstandardandsamplebottleindividuallyusingstandardLeemanoperating
protocol.
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11.9 Calculations and Report

I.Constructa curveby plottingtheabsorbancereadingsofthestandardsagainstthe
concentration of the standards in milligrams (mg) of mercury.

2. Compare each sample's maximum absorbance value to the standard curve.

3. Calculate the merct,ry concentration in the sample by the formula:
• mg Hg/L ffi (me He in ali0uot of samvle) (1000)

volume of aliquot in mL

4. Report mercury concentration as < 0.002 mg/L if the concentration of the sample is
below 0.002 mg/L.

5. As an alternative to the above calculation, a calculator employing linear regression may
be used to determine the mercury concentration of the samples.

11.10 Quality Control

1. Spike and duplicate 10% of all samples analyzed, with a minimum of one spike and one
duplicate per run.

2. Whenever possible, an EPA audit check sample should be run with each analysis.
Recovered mercury concentration of this sample must be within acceptable limits.

11.11 Documentation

I. All information and values are recorded on a worklist.

2. Parameter infommtion is saved.

3. Printouts of data for standards and samples are saved.

11.12 Records

1. Worklists and parame'er information are stored in the Mercury Logbook.

11.13 References

1. Methods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes (EPA-6(X)/4-79-020), March 1979,
Method 245.1.

. 2. Standard Methods for the Examination of Water and Wastewater, 17th Edition, 1989,
Method 3112 B, pg. 3-29 to 3-31.
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12.0 DATA REDUC'TION, VALIDATION, AND REPORTING

All data is reviewed first by the analyst to ensure that it is complete; precision, accuracy,
and detection limits have been met; interpretation of raw data and calculations are correct;
contractual requirements have been fulfilled; and, finally, all information is well documented.
Data is then compiled and reduced into a standard report form which is inspected by the lab
dire.ctorbefore it is considered for client use (Figure A-4).

Documentation of analytical and procedural reformation is part of the quality assurance
program. The following describes different types of documentation used in the EERC's ARL:

• • SOPs for analytical method performance; standards and re.agents preparation; equipment
operation, calibration, and maintenance; and general laboratory procedures.

• Laboratory notebooks for documenting raw dataandunusualobservations or
occurrences in the analysis of samples, or in methods development.

• Project files for storing documents associated with the project, including correspondence
from the client, chain-of-custody records, project log sheets, raw data, QC data, and a
copy of the final report.
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ANALYSIS REPORTFORM

REQUESTOR
PROJ. #
SAMPLE INFO
DATE SUBMII-rED

SAMPLE IO. ! I
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

LAB #

PARAMETER • , -_

,,

,>

DATE REPORTED

REPORTED BY
DISTRIBUTION

Figure A-4. Analysisreportform.
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